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INTRODUCTION
Digital access and IT skills promote employability, job creation, social inclusion and integration, and help stimulate
our economies. To ensure that our communities can reap the benefits of the digital world, it is vital that all citizens
have access to digital technologies and are equipped with the ICT (information and communication technology) skills
necessary to participate online in a meaningful way.

THE GROWING IMPORTANCE OF DIGITAL ACCESS AND SKILLS
The increasingly important role of ICT in society not only raises the economic costs of being offline but also the social
cost. Being ‘connected’ has become integral to all aspects of life whether it is applying for jobs, finding housing, online
banking, socialising, shopping or completing tax returns. As digital technologies advance, more aspects of everyday life
will be conducted online. Citizens must be in a position to keep up with this change.
For disadvantaged groups in particular, digital exclusion can lead to a reduced capacity to access a range of services
and participate in the community, and a lack of confidence. On the other hand, more advantaged groups reinforce their
position through digital access and online participation. Increased convenience and efficiency brought about by the
digitisation of public services may unintentionally create gaps between certain groups. This situation can lead to an ever
widening digital divide that must be tackled through eInclusion policies.

eINCLUSION AND CITIES
eInclusion combines the ‘e’ of digital technologies with inclusion policy to make sure that ‘no one is left behind’. It
means providing people with both access to ICT and the capacity to use it in order to achieve wider inclusion objectives
such as improving quality of life and economic performance, enhancing employment opportunities, and increasing
social participation and cohesion.
With over 75% of Europe’s citizens living in cities, it is clear that city governments play a key role in implementing
eInclusion strategies. They are closest to the diverse groups targeted by eInclusion initiatives (e.g. migrants, the
elderly, people with disabilities, unemployed people, those with a low educational attainment and young people not
in employment, education or training (NEETs)). They can work closely with citizens and offer tailored solutions to the
problems faced by some groups.
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City governments help their inhabitants access digital tools and services, and enhance their skills through community
programmes and cooperation with local partners. Through improving access to ICT equipment and skills, city authorities
connect people to social, economic and educational opportunities. They facilitate access to financial services, welfare
benefits and social services, which break the cycle of exclusion. They offer incubation space for digital start-ups and
social enterprises. Municipalities also run digital skills programmes for citizens. Cities use this role not only to improve
skills and access of certain groups, but also to promote solidarity between generations and bridge the gap between
these groups through mutual learning and exchange (for example, young students working with the elderly to develop
their ICT skills and promote ICT usage). Furthermore, ICT is an important tool to adapt work places to the needs of
specific groups, thus aiding the fight against labour market discrimination. This improves citizens’ digital access and
skills while also creating social benefits.
In addition to skills and access, city governments also use ICT as a means of encouraging citizen engagement and
participation. Many cities are taking advantage of the possibilities offered by the internet to engage citizens and crowd
source ideas and opinions about decisions affecting their city. This is not just a means of gathering ideas and input, but
also of increasing the political participation of citizens. They are also opening up government data and working together
with different stakeholders and citizens to create new solutions and innovations to deal with social issues.

ABOUT THIS PUBLICATION
In this publication we share examples of actions by European cities to support digital inclusion and citizen participation
in general and for specific groups.
Successful initiatives such as those outlined in this report are being implemented in cities all over Europe. The Digital
Agenda for Europe and the European funding programmes for 2014-2020 are vital for increasing eInclusion across the
EU. The recently adopted Social Investment Package urges member states to test new approaches to social policies,
including through ICT-enabled innovations, using the Programme for Employment and Social Innovation. The most
effective innovations can be scaled-up using the European structural and investment funds. It is crucial that these
programmes have a strong urban dimension and enable city authorities to foster eInclusion in the coming years.

Mayor Daniël Termont
City of Ghent
Chair of the EUROCITIES Knowledge Society Forum
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ANTWERP

WORKING WITH IPADS
AT THE RESIDENTIAL CARE
CENTRE ‘DE TOL’
Using IT tablets to increase independence and reduce
loneliness amongst care centre residents

‘De Tol’ is a residential care centre for older people. It is located in Deurne, a suburb of Antwerp. The centre organises
residential care and activities for senior citizens living in the neighbourhood. Residents in care centres can feel isolated
from friends and family. They can be uninterested in participating in activities and highly dependent on the care centre
staff for practical information such as the opening hours of shops or pharmacies. At the same time there is pressure
on financial and human resources and a higher demand for care. Digital technologies can help residents to be more
independent.

LEARNING NEW SKILLS
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Teachers from the Antwerpen.be-centre (Digipolis) taught
the residents and volunteers at the care centre to use iPads.
In addition, they organised a train the trainers course for
the care centre’s volunteers. The volunteers in turn shared
their knowledge with the residents. As the residents were
able to find out information for themselves, this freed up
the employees’ time to focus on their daily care work.

The key phases of the project were:
 
first phase: motivating and educating the older people
to use the iPads to increase their independence and
enlarge their social network
 
second phase: instructing the care centre volunteers to
become trainers themselves and be able to answer the
residents’ queries.

The project ran in an informal learning framework. Trainers
from Digipolis researched what the older people were
interested in learning about and their hobbies. They then
connected these with an online digital resource. The
trainers worked with the senior citizens to engage them
in a variety of online activities including, using YouTube to
find familiar songs from their youth, playing games, and
shopping (eg. Appstores).

Antwerpen.be-centre was the principle trainer, and in the
second phase of the project, staff and volunteers from De
Tol were responsible for continuing the project.

CONTACT
Debby Opregt
Department manager, Digipolis
Generaal Armstrongweg 1, 2020 Antwerp
+32 (0)3 338 76 11
debby.opregt@digipolis.be
abc@digipolis.be
www.antwerpen.be/abc

SUCCESSES







Elderly people at De Tol can use their iPads unaided.
T hanks to the training they received, the centres’ volunteers can support the residents when necessary. This project
also helps to reduce the gap between them and the digital society.
Residents and volunteers maintain contact through on-going iPad training.
Some people bought their own iPads.
Contact with family members increased. Some of the residents used cloud services to share photographs with family
members.

CHALLENGES

1
2

One of the biggest challenges was in reconciling the different needs of the various participants in terms of motivation
and learning ability. Working in groups presented greater challenges than working one-on-one.
The original goal of the project was to teach older people to work with personal computers (PC’s) too. However, as the
project progressed the organisers found that the participants were much more receptive to working with the tablets.

FUTURE
De Tol will continue to use the iPads and encourage the residents to learn how to use them. It is also important that the
volunteers receive regular training to keep up to date with the technological improvements.

BUDGET AND PARTNERS
This project was funded by the partners Antwerpen.be-centre (teacher’s hours) and Zorgbedrijf Antwerpen funded the
iPads.
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BIRMINGHAM

DIGITAL LOG BOOK

Facilitating online welfare benefits for social housing

Birmingham City Council was chosen to run one of the UK government’s 12 Universal Credit pilot schemes. The
Universal Credit pilot scheme aims to change the way welfare benefits are distributed, in line with the Digital by Default
agenda and as part of the UK’s Welfare Reform Strategy, which requires all welfare services to be transacted online.
Birmingham City Council reviewed the whole social housing application process from the very beginning through to
12 weeks after a tenant has secured a property, encouraging people to undertake the whole process online.

FROM DIGITAL PORTALS TO ACTUAL FRONT DOORS
The pilot introduced changes to Birmingham’s social
housing services to make them more digitally accessible.
It provides all new tenants (around 4,000 people) with a
digital log book (DLB) as part of their tenancy agreements.
Birmingham developed a ‘Gateways of Influence’ model
to identify all aspects of the housing application process.
This information was then transformed into a personalised
digital portal for the tenant.
The digital log book was developed jointly by Birmingham
City Council and the SME ‘Home Log Book Solutions
Limited’. All new social housing tenants are required
to use the digital log book to access and manage every
aspect of their tenancy online. The DLB also helps tenants
with budgeting, employment, skills and education.
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The digital log book:
 increases the efficiency and equality of service provision
as well as offering support mechanisms for tenants
 
enables a safe and secure online environment to
encourage and increase citizen participation and
engagement in the delivery of local government services
 
improves the ICT skills of social housing tenants
 
creates an engaging, informative and educational
environment for digitally excluded people, quickly
demonstrating the benefits of operating and transacting
online
 enables greater self-management, responsibility and codesign of services by citizens.
The DLB was designed to be simple to use so that
users could securely and confidently manage their own
information and share this with trusted third parties such
as their landlord, GP and family. It also had to take into
account the legal requirements related to welfare reform.

CONTACT
Annette King
Innovation Manager, Birmingham City Council
Digital Birmingham, 1 Lancaster Circus, PO Box 16136
Birmingham, B2 2WD
+44 121 675 1169
Annette.c.king@birmingham.gov.uk
www.propertylogbook.co.uk/digitallogbook/digitallogbook.html

SUCCESSES






 ver 1,000 DLB’s are being used (this is estimated to increase to 3,500 by the end of 2013).
O
4,000 digital log books are now being adopted as part of the Birmingham Green Deal initiative, which focuses on
changing people’s energy consumption at home.
The log book can be rolled out to other cities.
Housing associations teach young adults, between the ages of 16 and 24, about financial management and prepare
them for renting or owning a home, budgeting and general living.

CHALLENGES

1
2

I nitial user testing helped to determine how people would react to and interact with the DLB. On-going feedback from
social housing tenants through regular workshops is shaping its development.
Site analytics track usage and interaction to help build a picture of how the DLB is being used and get a better
understanding of what activities work well and where further development is needed.

FUTURE
The project will continue until the end of 2013. Birmingham’s authorities are looking to build it into mainstream services
using a shared revenue model with the public and private sector by creating a community interest company.

BUDGET AND PARTNERS
The pilot was funded by the UK government’s department of work and pensions to the value of £256,000 (€310,000).
The partners are:
 
citizens (housing tenants)
 
Birmingham City Council
 
Home Log Book Solutions Limited
 
Birmingham Social Housing Partnership (BSHP)
 
Birmingham City University is responsible for evaluating the pilot phase
 
Job Centre Plus addresses opportunities linked to skills, employment and financial inclusion
 
the UK government’s department of work and pensions funds the pilot
 
the Welfare Reform Group provides access to a wide stakeholder group to assist social welfare clients.
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GHENT

RÉCUP PC

Increasing digital inclusion through improving users’ skills

Financially disadvantaged people have less access to modern digital technologies and, as more and more activities
are conducted online, are at a greater risk of social exclusion. They face a multitude of barriers that hinder their using
digital media, such as financial constraints, lack of digital skills or a lack of confidence in their own learning. The digital
inclusion of vulnerable people therefore requires a specific approach where different socio-economic obstacles are
addressed simultaneously. The pilot project ‘Récup PC’ was set up to increase digital inclusion through learning digital
skills.

THE A-Z OF ICT NEEDS
Récup PC is a targeted digital skills project. Seventeen low
income families with little or no ICT knowledge received an
ICT package to help them connect to the digital world. The
package was developed based on the size of the families
and includes:
 
a recycled computer and free internet for 12 months
(Telenet Basicnet)
 
home delivery and installation of the computer and the
internet with training on ‘computers and the internet’,
including discovery books
 
software (via the Microsoft refurbishing program)
 
technical support for hardware and software problems
 
substantial support in a Digital Talent Point and
information on training options available.

The project was evaluated periodically during the year
and the participants’ progress monitored. Based on
the evaluation, it was found that the project effectively
leads to the (re-)inclusion of vulnerable groups, through
systematically overcoming obstacles.
People without any experience of the web needed
comprehensive support – access, support and training –
for the full year. Throughout the year their skills improved
and they became more active online. For people with
experience of PC’s and the internet, the added value of the
project was in terms of organisation (e.g. job applications),
social contact (e.g. the use of social media), information
and social participation (e.g. neighbourhood activities).

SUCCESSES
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 8% of the participants learned or improved their ICT skills.
8
88% of the participants now want internet access at home.
76% of the participants use computers daily (2-3 hours a day).
Computer usage has increased exponentially.
The project won the 2012 e-award from the Flemish parliament.

CONTACT
Sara Van Damme
Project manager e-inclusion
Digipolis Ghent (City of Ghent)
Bellevue 1
9050 Ghent
+32 (0)9 266 07 36
Sara.vandamme@digipolis.be

CHALLENGES

1
2
3
4

It
 takes time to assess the prospective participants and who would benefit most from the project.
The participants were mainly contacted by telephone. However it was found that a multi-channel communication
strategy may be a better approach.

The
target group were not always clear what they had to do after the project. An information session for the
participants would help them move on to using the internet on an on-going basis after the lifecycle of the project.
Participants

suggested that a printer should be included in the IT package (particularly for school children).

FUTURE






T he different partners and an additional one - CBE Leerpunt (they focus on educational issues) - intend to expand the
project to 100 families. The method used in the pilot project will be re-used but over a period of 18 months instead of 12.
The territorial scope of the project will also expand. The pilot project focused on one district; the next phase will focus
on the whole city.
The next phase of the project will start in October 2013 and end in June 2015.

BUDGET AND PARTNERS
The pilot project cost approximately €5,000 (excluding the internet subscription of approximately €20 per month per
recipient).
The total cost of the new expanded project will be approximately €40,000.
The partners are:
 citizens
 Digipolis – an eInclusion programme run by the city of Ghent
 O
 CMW Ghent – the social affairs department of the city of Ghent
 Oikonde in collaboration with Ateljee – two social employment non-profit organisations
 T
 elenet Foundation – internet provider.
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HELSINKI

KERROKARTALLA
(TELL-ON-THE-MAP)

Promoting citizen involvement in city planning

Kerrokartalla is based on the Helsinki City Council strategy to promote more open governance and transparency through
eParticipation. It allows citizens to become involved in the city planning process and provides an accessible means for
citizens to explore their city online, finding information about different areas and issues that are affecting Helsinki.

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
Kerrokartalla (Tell-on-the-map) is an interactive service
offered by the city of Helsinki, where citizens can comment
and share their opinions on various topics on an online
map. It allows for citizens’ ideas and opinions to be linked
to and inform the official planning process of the city. The
interaction is open and public: by default, the comments
can be viewed by anyone. As a service provided by the city,
it is an ‘official’, easy-to-use, participative application for
citizens.
Kerrokartalla includes flexible and practical web tools
that city civil servants and planners can use in designing
and publishing many kinds of participative surveys that
combine maps, geographic information and discussion
forums.
The tool can be used in participative purposes, for example:
 
planning consultations
 
gathering local data from the area
 
developing local SWOT analyses
 
safety mapping and gathering ideas and suggestions
 
different plans and drafts can be commented on and
discussed in online forums.
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Citizens can post comments and suggestions on the
planning process. They can also discuss other users’
input. In this open forum the citizen and government can
meet and combine their knowledge about many kinds of
local and place-specific issues. For example, citizens can
identify buildings that are not wheelchair accessible, or
pavements that may need repairing.
Kerrokartalla was developed by the city of Helsinki in 2010
in response to a lack of suitable commercial solutions
available. The service was developed in cooperation with
a small IT company. One of the main benefits of the city
being in charge of the service is that they can manage
and develop the tool independently, allowing for greater
flexibility in their work. The first Kerrokartalla survey was
launched in May 2010.

CONTACT
Heli Rantanen
Project manager, city of Helsinki
Economic and Planning Centre, IT Division
+358 40 7156717
heli.k.rantanen@hel.fi
http://kerrokartalla.hel.fi

SUCCESSES




T here are 35 departments in Helsinki municipality, and approximately nine of have used the tool in over 40 surveys.
Citizens can now make their own surveys with this tool.
Over 20,000 comments were received since the service opened.

CHALLENGES

1 It can be difficult to motivate people to get involved in eParticipation issues and ensure that they have the mandate
to participate in designing tools for the planning processes.

2

I t is important that those involved have adequate time to dedicate to the web tool design process and have a specific
team who can communicate the needs of city departments to the designers.

FUTURE
The application is being used by several city departments. The aim is to establish it as part of certain planning processes
(as it already is in some parts of public works department).
Citizens can now design and publish their own surveys as citizen users with their own user identification’s given by the
city. Two citizen-made surveys were published in 2013 and the city hopes to see a rise in these.

BUDGET
The project is funded by the city of Helsinki.
The budget for the online tool from concept to development and with the graphic design of the programme and some
extra work was about €65,000. Monthly maintenance costs average at approximately €400.
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LONDON

MiCOMMUNITY

Bringing generations together through ICT skills

In 2009, 70% of people aged 65 and over in the UK had no access to data technology (internet or mobile phones
with internet access) and only 37% used a PC. Lack of confidence and skills was cited as reasons for this. In addition,
young people were faced with increased difficulty in obtaining employment post education, with youth unemployment
reaching a record high, jumping from just under 33,000 young people claiming jobseeker’s allowance in January 2008
to over 59,000 in October 2011.
In 2011 the Mayor of London received funding from the Rueben Foundation for the Team London volunteering programme.
At the heart of the programme was the concept of impact volunteering, promoting the use of volunteers to resolve
London’s most pressing problems. One such problem was the need to build cohesive neighbourhoods, in particular to
bring together people across generations and from different ethnic backgrounds in ways that were of mutual benefit
thereby tackling unemployment, isolation and other social challenges.

BRIDGING THE GENERATION GAP WITH ICT
The MiCommunity project was initiated by Age UK London,
a charity that works to improve later life by providing
life-enhancing services and vital support. The Greater
London Authority, as the fund holder, had overall
responsibility for it.
The project bridges the gap between young and old while
also including the older participants in the digital world
and helping the younger participants build their CV’s.
Key objectives
 
Reducing the negative perceptions that older and
younger people have of each other.
 
Increasing the understanding of culture and ethnicity
amongst participants.
 
Changing participants’ connectedness with their
neighbourhood.
 
Increasing the confidence of participants.
 
The digital inclusion of older people.
 
Increasing life opportunities for younger people by
building their CV through volunteering.
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The project targeted older people across London. They
participated in classes held in their local secondary schools,
where they were taught how to use digital equipment
by senior-cycle students. Most of the older people were
recruited through local Age UK London groups. The young
volunteers were recruited by the schools.
The project enabled the active use of school premises
and equipment by a non-school community and brought
together people from different backgrounds.

CONTACT
Sue Johnson
Senior Diversity and Social Policy Officer
Greater London Authority
+44 (0)20 7983 4032
sue.johnson@london.gov.uk.
www.ageuk.org.uk/london/our-services/micommunity-project/

SUCCESSES








By May 2012 the project reached 1,450 older people across 26 London boroughs and engaged over 1,300 young
volunteers.
Older people gained confidence and passed on skills in using digital technology.
Negative perceptions between people of different backgrounds changed.
The project was shortlisted for a Nominet internet award.
Spin-off digital clinics and ‘tech tea-parties’ were held, with training provided by volunteers.
A toolkit and resources were published to enable others to run similar projects.

CHALLENGES

1

O
 lder people not recognising the need to know about digital technology.

2

Young people not recognising the value of volunteering or that they have the capacity to teach.

3

O
 vercoming younger people and older people’s negative perceptions of each other.

These challenges were overcome through the participant recruitment process. Digitally excluded communities should
be engaged through bodies they already know and trust.

FUTURE
Although the funding for this initiative has ended, some boroughs and schools are continuing to support and run it.
A toolkit and resources were published on ‘how to do’ projects like this.
The project has provided insights in how to mobilise a broad group of people to aid volunteer work (those who had
volunteered for the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games and those who have been inspired to volunteer by the
games volunteers).

BUDGET
£350,000 was allocated to this project through the Mayor of London’s Team London volunteering programme, from
money provided by the Rueben Foundation.
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SHEFFIELD

THE SHEFFIELD COMMUNITY
NETWORK (SCN)
Boosting economic growth through developing
a digital social enterprise support network

Economic growth has been sluggish since the UK emerged from the ‘double dip’ recession that followed the financial crisis
of 2007. Economic inactivity and unemployment persisted throughout this period. The Sheffield Community Network
(SCN) alleviates some of these problems and gets people ‘enterprise ready’. The project stimulates entrepreneurship
in disadvantaged communities and works with major regeneration projects to secure incubation space and places for
business and training facilities.

DIGITAL MEDIA CENTRES ON YOUR DOORSTEP
The SCN ensures that new digital opportunities extend into
disadvantaged and deprived communities through social
enterprises. It brings together public-private partnerships
to stimulate community-based growth in the digital sector.
The project develops and supports the establishment
of neighbourhood-based digital media centres. These
centres support new and existing social enterprises and
form a city-wide network that has access to a virtual
platform that hosts web development, podcasting and
webcasting, and facilitates knowledge sharing.
Each centre supports the development of sustainable
enterprise at a neighbourhood level; this includes
activities such as website development, ICT hardware
recycling, community broadcasting and creative content
production.

The project is managed by the local authority and is
overseen by a steering group comprising of a wide range of
partners. Their work is facilitated by voluntary community
groups and a central project team that matches local
partner expertise with business support and project
management skills.
The project is aimed at:
 
social enterprises seeking to increase their digital
engagement
 
neighbourhood and community centres wishing to offer
access to digital technologies
 organisations that have a digital focus and are looking to
take on a building for use by their communities
 
individuals with an idea for a new business, who could
benefit from support.

KEY OBJECTIVES
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Set up digital media hubs to provide access to digital technologies, facilitating experimentation and new community
based growth.
The practical application of ICT skills and establishing practical pathways to employment.
Connecting local people to economic, social and educational opportunities.
Nurturing entrepreneurs and employment in places where unemployment is high.
Linking self-employment and social enterprise opportunities to economic growth sectors including media, ICT, product
design, and manufacturing.

CONTACT
Robert Walker
Programme Manager, Sheffield City
Council 145, Crookesmoor Road
Sheffield
+44 07876 137232
Robert.walker@sheffield.gov.uk.
http://sheffieldcommunity.net/

SUCCESSES
Department of Community and
Local Government requirements

Current forecast
by March 2014

Difference

Jobs created

50

54

+4

Jobs safeguarded

50

50

0

Businesses assisted

40

79

+39

Businesses created

20

29

+9

The SCN demonstrates the potential for growing the economy more widely, through incubating businesses in communities.
The investment has also built significant intellectual capital, through knowledge sharing events for digital enterprises,
and a knowledge base of business development techniques.

CHALLENGES

1
2

 ne of the key aspects of the project was engagement with community organisations. To do this, the SCN used a
O
grant funded application round while the community groups made use of the contacts they had to enhance the
digital skills and enterprise agenda.
 lear communication channels are of vital importance to the SCN as it grows. A regularly updated website and
C
guidance information is critical in this regard.

BUDGET AND PARTNERS
The project attracted a £2.3 million investment from the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF). This investment was
matched by Sheffield City Council.
The partners are:
 S
 heffield City Council – the project is managed by the local authority
 A
 ccess Space Network – an open digital arts lab
 S
 heffieldLive – a local web-based radio station
 C
 IQ Agency – encourages private investment, championing the creative industries
 C
 ommunity Media Association – a representative UK body for the community broadcasting sector
 C
 ommunity Media Solutions – community media development.
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UTRECHT

JIJ MAAKT UTRECHT
(‘YOU MAKE UTRECHT’)
Using ICT to include citizens in the policy
and decision making process

‘Jij maakt Utrecht’ (‘You make Utrecht’) is part of Participation 2.0, an innovation platform that focuses on social experimentation
in the city of Utrecht. The platform uses new digital technology to support local democracy, encourage active citizenship and
support people to self-organise digitally. This initiative is part of strengthening and broadening citizen participation in Utrecht.

IMMEDIATE AND ACCESSIBLE INFORMATION INPUT ON LOCAL PLANS
Jij maakt Utrecht focuses specifically on involving
citizens in policymaking and projects. By making political
participation more accessible, the city of Utrecht gives
citizens the opportunity to communicate with policy
makers and, if possible, realise their ideas.
The city developed an accessible digital platform where all
the participation projects are available. People can share
their initiatives and discuss or work on plans for the city
via the website. The website includes a city map with an
overview of initiatives in the various city’s districts. In the
future it will become the starting point for all community
participation programs.

Different types of initiatives can be posted on the website
(listed below). The initiatives are immediately visible
on the map with coloured icons. Users can click on any
icon for more detailed information such as a description,
photos, links and more. It is also possible to comment on
and discuss the initiatives.
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Private initiatives: these are initiatives for the collective
interest of neighbourhoods or districts.
Public space management by residents: these are

initiatives where residents self-administer part of the
public space. The municipality can support this initiative
by providing maintenance equipment.
Liveability initiatives: These are initiatives from citizens
to expand the liveability of a neighbourhood that are
partially financed by the city of Utrecht.
Participation projects: the city of Utrecht asks citizens
and business owners to think about plans for the
municipality.

CONTACT
Marieke Hellevoort
Programmanager Participation
Utrecht City Council
Vinkeburgstraat 26 te, Utrecht
+31 30 286 15 65
m.hellevoort@utrecht.nl.
www.jijmaaktutrecht.nl

SUCCESSES
The first statistics on the use of the website were collected just three weeks after it was launched. During this time,
the site attracted more than 1,500 visitors. Six articles appeared in various media outlets and over 40 tweets were
generated. Almost 20 people posted their feedback on the initiative.
The first feedback is very promising. Citizens are engaged, people are talking about it and most of the opinions and
feedback received are very positive. One example of an opinion stated: “As a citizen of Utrecht I am quite proud of this.
The approach of the portal – citizen participation – is also promising.”
On the website you can find:
 
979 liveability initiatives
 
422 projects where residents themselves manage public space
 
72 municipal participation projects
 
24 initiatives from residents to create something together
 
several open data sets.

CHALLENGE
 articipants praised the digital approach, but also indicated the need for more discussions with the municipality both
P
during and after the online debate.

FUTURE
The website will be further developed together the citizens of Utrecht. The municipality will evaluate the initiatives on
the website to learn which ones are realised, which initiatives the municipality was involved in, and in what capacity.

FUNDING




Citizens
Y
 ucat Mobile Solutions - a Dutch web and mobile development company
E
 uropean Programma Live+Gov - a European programme for ICT innovations.

The beta version of ‘Jij maakt Utrecht’ cost €20,000.
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ZARAGOZA

ETOPIA_KIDS

Developing kids’ digital skills

It can be difficult for formal education to keep pace with digital technology and online platforms. While children and teenagers
are intensive users of technological devices and services, they are not being educated to understand, manage and create
technology. It is important that young people learn more about digital technologies (both software and hardware) so that they
can develop skills and improve their future employment opportunities in an increasingly digital world.
The new ETOPIA Centre for Art & Technology, promoted by the Zaragoza City Council in cooperation with the Zaragoza City of
Knowledge Foundation, provides citizens and, in particular, young people with the skills required to increase their personal
and professional autonomy in the digital society.

LEARNING THOUGH PLAY
ETOPIA_KIDS is a new model of urban summer camp
where young Zaragoza pupils (8-12 years old) spend a
week playing and learning with advanced open hardware
and software technologies.
The objectives are to:
 
promote new vocations in the field of sciences and
technology
 
provide skills in team working processes, project
oriented capabilities and problem solving attitudes
 
show children their potential in using the new
technologies for their own purpose.

The activity was designed by David Cuartielles, co-creator
of the Arduino platform and a specialist in using open
technologies in education.
Using open technologies (which are widely available
for further learning and to download and use at home
regardless the economic situation of families) was the
truly innovative aspect of the project.
The initiative is supported by many technological
communities and activists in the city. NGOs also
contributed to include pupils at risk of social exclusion.

During the programme up to 150 young pupils developed
projects in workshops on animation (slow motion),
software (Scratch, Processing), robotics, the Arduino
platform (one of the major worldwide platforms for open
hardware), 3D printing and sensors for meteorology
devices.

SUCCESSES
ETOPIA_KIDS was a success in terms of social impact and number of participants; the 150 places for ETOPIA_KIDS were
booked up in just two weeks.
It is the most ambitious and the largest program of this type in Zaragoza. The initial feedback from children and families
was extremely positive.
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CONTACT
José Carlos Arnal
Zaragoza City of Knowledge Foundation
josecarlosarnal@zaragoza.es.
ETOPIA_KIDS: www.coloniaetopia.es
Foundation: www.fundacionzcc.org

Organisers found that children have an extremely high capacity to learn and become a new generation of active,
autonomous and independent users of digital technologies. Extending this program to a large number of participants in
the city could be a real breakthrough for the future of Zaragoza.
The programme generated a lot of media coverage - www.coloniaetopia.es/etopia-news.
A complete media dossier including TV and radio coverage can be downloaded here:
http://bit.ly/HVfG3i

CHALLENGES

1

Adapting the heavy technical content of the program to a play context was crucial. Finding the right mix of mentors
with a technical background and other more social and educational capabilities is central to the success of the
program.

2

Institutional

commitment and determined and clear project management help overcome the difficulties.

3

L earning from other cities’ experiences in similar projects is valuable in advance of launching this kind of initiative.

FUTURE
ETOPIA_KIDS will continue to grow in the coming months, with the aim of hosting camps more frequently throughout
the year catering for a wider range of topics and more participants. This program will be aligned with the rest of ETOPIA’s
initiatives for young pupils.
The foundation and the city will keep cooperating in making this program one of the pillars of the ETOPIA centre.
The media coverage has been very helpful in gaining the attention of a large audience in the city, as has working with
the department of education (both from the city and the region) to keep informed and involving teachers and school
communities.

FUNDING



T otal budget (approx.): €26,000. 42% of this comes from student fees and the other 58% is funded by the foundation.
Zaragoza City Council provided the venue, computers and technical assistance.
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